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Name   __________________________________________________________

Address   ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Company ____________________   Employee Position  __________________

Date Started  ___________________  Date Completed  ___________________

PURPOSE: To assist the student to be more efficient and productive in a

work environment through the understanding of key business principles.

HOW TO DO THIS COURSE: Do the steps one at a time, in order. When

you finish a step, put your initials and the date on the line on the right.

At times you will be asked to demonstrate an idea or principle. “A

‘demonstration’ or ‘demo’ is usually done with a ‘demo kit’ which consists

of various small objects such as corks, caps, paper clips, pen tops,

rubber bands, etc. The student demonstrates an idea or principle with his

hands, the paper clips on his desk, etc.” – L. Ron Hubbard

REQUIRED MATERIAL: The Small Business Success Manual

SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.  Read the Important Note on page three in the front of your book. ________
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2.  Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the following
words, look them up in a dictionary: Multi-level marketing,

     telemarketing, testimonials, receptacle, inertia, and implement.
 Make up enough sentences for each of the words you look up so
     that they are now a part of your vocabulary. ________

3.  Read the Introduction (Pages 6-10). As you study this course,
be certain to apply the information in the Important Note. ________

SECTION TWO:  THE BASICS

4. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the following
words look them up in a dictionary: applicative (comes from
apply), executive, folly, nook and cranny.  Make up enough
sentences for each of the words you look up so that they are
now a part of your vocabulary. ________

5.  Read the chapter A New Approach to Making it All Work.
(Pages 29-35) ________

6.  Essay:  Using an example in your life, write up how you can
ignore the losses and make the wins firm. In this example, be
very specific on how you make the wins firm. ________

7. Essay: Write up why the KRC triangle is a “triangle”. ________

8. Determine an area of your job that is not functioning
well. Demonstrate how you could use the KRC triangle to
improve this area. ________

9.   Read the chapter Putting Order Into Your Business.
(Pages 37-42) ________

10.  Demonstrate why it is better to continue bringing order
rather than trying to handle disorder. ________

11. Demonstrate how you can bring more order to your job area. ________

12. Read the chapter The Anatomy of Control. (Pages 43-48) ________
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13. Using the information in this chapter, demonstrate how you
can get into better control of your job area. ________

14. Practical Exercise:  If you have trouble with any machine or
piece of equipment – such as a computer, copy machine, printer,
etc. – use the exercise on Page 47 on the machine until you
feel more comfortable with it. ________

15. Write up what you can do to help your company better
control its income. Turn this in to your supervisor. ________

16. Read the chapter The Expansion Formula. (Pages 49-54) ________

17. Demonstrate how you could use all parts of the Expansion
 Formula in your job area. ________

18. Read the chapter Fixed Ideas: Why You Want to Get Rid of
Them.  (Pages 55-59) ________

19. Demonstrate how a fixed idea works and what its effects
can be. ________

20. Demonstrate three examples of a fixed idea. ________

21.  Practical Exercise:  Look over your job responsibilities and
determine if there are any fixed ideas present. If so, write up
your ideas on how you can handle them. ________

22. Read the chapter Confront Your Way Up the Ladder of Success.
(Pages 61-65) ________

23.  Demonstrate your understanding of the definition of confront
on Page 61. ________

24. Practical Exercise:  Do the exercise on page 63 as it would
apply to your job area. Do as much of this exercise as you can
during this course and, if necessary, continue with the exercise
after the course is completed. Tell your supervisor what you
learned from this exercise. ________
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SECTION THREE: PROMOTION AND MARKETING

25. Read the chapter Do Your Customers Really Know You Exist?
(Pages 69-74) ________

26. Demonstrate what can happen to customers if terms are used
that they do not understand. ________

27. Practical Exercise:  Design a letter that your company could
use, using the sample letters given on page 72 as a guideline.
Show this letter to your boss and get his/her feedback. ________

28. Read the chapter How Important is Promotion? (Pages 75-77) ________

29.  Demonstrate how promotion can eliminate the ups and downs
of a business (where the business is doing well for a while
and not well at other times). ________

30. Read the chapter Letters And Phone Calls, You Say?
(Pages 79-84)             ________

31. Demonstrate when and why you would call individuals that
you come in contact with on your job. ________

32. Practical Exercise:  Carry out a successful (pretend) phone call
to one of these individuals. Have your supervisor, or another
student doing this course, be the customer. ________

33. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the word candid
look it up in a dictionary and use it in enough sentences to make
it part of your vocabulary. ________

34. Read the chapter Using Surveys to Boost Your Bottom Line.
(Pages 85-89) ________

35. Demonstrate how you could use surveys to improve the
relationship between you and the individuals you normally
come in contact with on your job. _________
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36. Practical Exercise: Create survey questions (using the survey
on page 87 for guidance) that your company could use to
improve its service. Give this survey to your boss and get
his/her feedback. ________

SECTION FOUR: SALES

37. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the word
jaundiced look it up in a dictionary and use it in enough
sentences to make it part of your vocabulary. ________

38. Read How to Effectively Sell Your Service or Product.
(Pages 93-98) ________

39. Demonstrate what drilling has to do with successful selling. ________

40. Practical Exercise:  Drill selling your company’s product or
service with another student or the supervisor. Even if you are
not directly involved in sales, this exercise can help you. ________

41. Read High Integrity Selling…What’s In It For You? (Pages
99-104) ________

42.  Demonstrate how high integrity selling can benefit your
company. Include in this demonstration what effect this kind
of selling has on customers and their desire to spread
positive word of mouth about your company. ________

SECTION FIVE: HIRING AND PERSONNEL

43. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the word savory
look it up in a dictionary and use it in enough sentences to make
it part of  your vocabulary. ________

44. Read the chapter Hiring: How to Separate the Wheat from the
Chaff. (Pages 109-113) ________

45. Demonstrate what gauge should be used when hiring personnel. ________

46. Read the chapter Using a Staff Incentive Program to Increase
Production. (Pages 115-120) ________
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47.  Demonstrate how a staff incentive program would motivate
staff members and benefit the company. ________

48.  Demonstrate why it is vital to reward production and penalize
non-production. ________

49. Practical Exercise:  Design a simple staff incentive program
that your company could use. Give it your boss and
discuss its workability. ________

SECTION SIX: PREDICTING WHAT PEOPLE WILL DO

50. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the following
terms, look them up in a dictionary:  off the rails, chronically,
impending, charitable, posed, apprehensive, unavailing,
inaccessible and fluctuations. Make up enough sentences for
each of the words you look up so that they become part of your
vocabulary. ________

51. Read The Emotional Tone Scale (Pages 125-141). Be certain
to understand the footnoted words that appear in this chapter. ________

52. Practical Exercise:  Study carefully the different emotional tone
levels on Pages 130-140. Now close the book and write up what
you know about each of these emotional tone levels: apathy,
grief, fear, covert hostility, anger, antagonism, boredom,
conservatism, strong interest, and enthusiasm. Compare what
you have written up with what is in the book. Repeat this until
you’re satisfied. ________

53. Practical Exercise:  Get with another student or the supervisor
and conduct a series of short conversations. In each conversation
you display a different emotional tone level: apathy, grief, fear,
covert hostility, anger, antagonism, boredom, conservatism,
strong interest, and enthusiasm. Start with apathy and end with
enthusiasm. Do this with each emotional tone level until you
feel comfortable displaying that emotion. ________
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54. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the following
terms, look them up in a dictionary:  in conjunction with,
constant (used as a noun), physiology and excruciating. Make
up enough sentences for each of the words you look up so that
they are now a part of your vocabulary. ________

55. Read The Hubbard® Chart of Human Evaluation. (Pages 143-152)
Be certain to understand the footnoted words that appear in this
chapter. ________

56. Practical Exercise:  Do the first exercise on page 148 by going
to a mall or store or any place where you will find a number of
people to talk to. ________

57.  Practical Exercise:  Do the second exercise on page 148. Tell
your supervisor what you learned from these two exercises. ________

58. Read Effective Use of the Tone Scale. (Pages 153-166) Be
certain to understand the footnoted words that appear in this
chapter. ________

59. Practical Exercise:  Do the two exercises on page 164. They
can be done on friends, acquaintances, or people you do not
know. Write up what you learned from this exercise. ________

SECTION SEVEN: AND FINALLY, MORE TOOLS

60. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the following
terms, look them up in a dictionary:  gyration, and no holds
barred. Make up enough sentences for each of the words you
look up so that they are now a part of your vocabulary. ________

61. Read the chapter Clarifying What a Product is. (Pages 171-177) ________

62. Demonstrate the full definition of product given on pages
 171 and 172. ________

63.  Demonstrate the difference between a person’s product and
what he does for a living. ________
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64. Practical Exercise:  Write out a very clear statement of the
product of your position at your company. Show this to your
boss and then give the write up to your supervisor. ________

65. Practical Exercise: With this statement of your product, list
out additional things you can now do to produce this product. ________

66. Read the chapter How Important Is Speed of Service? (Pages
179-184)

67. Demonstrate what you can do to speed up the flow of particles
in your job area. ________

68. Read the chapter Exchanging in Abundance. (Pages 185-189) ________

69.  Demonstrate the difference between fair exchange and
exchange in abundance. ________

70.  Write up three ways you could exchange in abundance
with your company and/or the individuals you contact for
your company. Turn this in to your supervisor. ________

71. Defining Words:  If you are not familiar with the abbreviation
a.k.a. look it up in a dictionary. Make up enough sentences so
the abbreviation is now a part of your vocabulary. ________

72. Read the Conclusion. (Pages 193-196) ________

73. Practical Exercise:  Pick an area of your job that you want to
improve and use one or more of the tools from this course to
make the area better. After you have gotten some results from
this, write up what happened and give the write-up to your
supervisor. ________

74. Write up what you have learned from doing this course. Include
in this write up any positive changes you have observed in
yourself, in your job area and/or in your company. ________
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SECTION EIGHT: COURSE COMPLETION

I have done all of the steps on this course. I understand the materials and I am
able to apply them in the workplace.

Student   ___________________________________ Date ______________

The student has completed the steps of this course and knows and can apply
what was studied.

Supervisor   _________________________________Date ______________

Congratulations on your completion of
The Small Business Success Course!

HUBBARD® 
is a trademark and service mark owned by RTC and is used with its permission.



Glossary for The Small Business Success Course 
 
a.k.a.: also known as 
 
applicative: something that is applicative 
to something else applies to or has to do 
with that thing 
 
apprehensive: worried or nervous about 
something that you are going to do, or 
about the future 
 
candid: directly truthful, even when the 
truth may be unpleasant or embarrassing 
 
charitable: kind and sympathetic in the 
way you judge people 
 
chronically: something that happens 
chronically is something you cannot get 
rid of or that keeps coming back 
 
constant: something that stays the same 
even though other things change 
 
excruciating: very intense, extreme 
 
executive: someone who has an 
important job as a manager in a company 
or business 
 
fluctuations: sudden changes in 
something such as the price, amount, or 
level of something 
 
folly: a very stupid thing to do, especially 
one that is likely to have serious results  
 
gyration: a turning or spinning round and 
round 
 
impending: an impending event or 
situation, especially an unpleasant one; is 
going to happen very soon 
 
implement: if you implement something 
such as a plan, you carry it out 
 
inaccessible: difficult or impossible to 
reach  
 
 

 

 
in conjunction with: working, 
happening, or being used with someone 
or something else 
 
inertia: lack of energy and a feeling that 
you do not want to do anything 
 
jaundiced: tending to judge people and 
things unfavorably, often because you 
have had disappointing experiences 
yourself 
 
multi-level marketing: direct sales 
organization in which sellers recruit 
others to sell product and receive a 
commission on their recruits’ sales as 
well as their own 
 
no holds barred: all methods are 
permitted; no rules or limits 
 
nook and cranny: every part of a place 
 
off the rails: to go off the rails is to start 
behaving in a strange or socially 
unacceptable way 
 
physiology: the way the body of a 
person works and looks  
 
posed: to pose a problem/challenge etc. 
is to cause a problem, challenge etc. 
 
receptacle: a container for putting things 
in 
 
savory: something that is very pleasant 
or respectable 
 
telemarketing: a method of selling things 
in which you telephone people to see if 
they want to buy something  
 
testimonials: statements saying how 
good someone or something is 
 
unavailing: not successful or effective 


